
Yeti
Locations: Texas (HQ)
Industries: Consumer Durables and Apparel

RISK LEVEL:

Medium Risk

DESCRIPTION:

Yeti, a manufacturer specializing in outdoor products, ended its discount program for the NRA in 2018, causing claims of

cancellation. Yeti does not protect employees from viewpoint discrimination. Yeti has hosted LGBTQ PRIDE events.

However, Yeti does not donate to ideological causes or groups hostile to freedom of expression. It does not appear to

discriminate against religious groups in its charitable giving. For these reasons, Yeti receives a Medium Risk rating.  

Corporate Weaponization

Has denied service to customers, suppliers, or vendors due to their political views or religious

beliefs OR corporately boycotts, divests, or sanctions regions, people groups, or industries.

Medium Risk

In 2018, Yeti ended its legacy discount program with the NRA, which launched claims of cancellation and discrimination (1

Charitable giving (including employee matching programs) policies or practices discriminate

against charitable organizations based on views or religious beliefs.

Lower Risk

Yeti does not appear to discriminate against charitable organizations based on views or beliefs (1

Employment policies fail to protect against discrimination based on political affiliation/views

and/or religion.

High Risk

Yeti does not provide viewpoint protections for its employees (1). 

Corporate Governance and Public Policy

Uses corporate reputation to support ideological causes and/or organizations hostile to freedom

of expression.

Medium Risk

Yeti has committed to multiple acts of public advocacy for or engagement with the LGBTQ movement, including attending PRIDE

events and creating its PRIDE+ resource group (1). In 2020, Yeti launched its unconscious bias training for all employees (2).
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2018/04/24/nra-supporters-are-blowing-up-yeti-coolers-yeti-says-its-all-a-big-mistake/
https://www.yeti.com/fundraising-program.html
https://www.yeti.com/on/demandware.static/-/Library-Sites-YetiSharedLibrary/default/dw0bd1b875/2022.06.16_ESG_Human_Rights_Policy.pdf
https://www.yeti.com/on/demandware.static/-/Library-Sites-YetiSharedLibrary/default/va5941af6ba4437fa7c4448cb2602e4e50ab723f7/2022-YETI-ESG-Report.pdf?version=1,668,555,891,000
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/2020-reflections-series-part-2-hollie-castro/


Uses corporate funds to advance ideological causes, organizations, or policies hostile to freedom

of expression.

Lower Risk

Yeti partners with organizations that “celebrate a life outdoors” (1). Yeti has not used corporate funds to advance ideological causes,

organizations, or policies2). 

Uses corporate political contributions for ideological, non-business purposes. N/A

Yeti does not operate a PAC at this time (1
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https://www.yeti.com/partners.html
https://www.yeti.com/on/demandware.static/-/Library-Sites-YetiSharedLibrary/default/v7ab447b0a05ff1300bc03e05b26603cb29a92746/pdfs/YETI-ESG-Report.pdf?version=1,648,135,828,000?%20ga=2.13693239.183790978.1640013331-959757586.1625684450
https://www.fec.gov/search/?query=&amp;type=committees

